Progress Reports

STUDENT NAME + HEADER

You have a new notification issued by INSTRUCTOR

For COURSE for the following reason(s).

SHOULD SEEK SUPPLEMENTAL INSTRUCTION (SI)

You are receiving this email because you have been flagged for being in danger of failing the course listed above. Your success is important to your academic progress here at KU. This course provides Supplemental Instruction to help students like you specifically in this class. Please watch this quick video on Supplemental Instruction at KU.

It is important to take advantage of the Supplemental Instruction provided for your course. To get the SI schedule for your class, ask the SI Leader who is attending your class. You can also contact the University Academic Support Centers at supplemental@ku.edu or at (785) 864-7733.

Additional campus resources can be found in your Jayhawk GPS Navigate Student App.

Sincerely,

KU Academic Success